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Notice 
Information contained in this document is believed to be accurate and reliable at the time of 
printing. However, due to ongoing product improvements and revisions, AudioCodes cannot 
guarantee accuracy of printed material after the Date Published nor can it accept responsibility 
for errors or omissions. Updates to this document can be downloaded from 
https://www.audiocodes.com/library/technical-documents. 

This document is subject to change without notice. 

Date Published: March-07-2019 

 

WEEE EU Directive 
Pursuant to the WEEE EU Directive, electronic and electrical waste must not be disposed of 
with unsorted waste. Please contact your local recycling authority for disposal of this product. 

Customer Support 
Customer technical support and services are provided by AudioCodes or by an authorized 
AudioCodes Service Partner. For more information on how to buy technical support for 
AudioCodes products and for contact information, please visit our website at 
https://www.audiocodes.com/services-support/maintenance-and-support.  

Stay in the Loop with AudioCodes 

             

Abbreviations and Terminology 
Each abbreviation, unless widely used, is spelled out in full when first used. 

https://www.audiocodes.com/library/technical-documents
https://www.audiocodes.com/services-support/maintenance-and-support
http://www.twitter.com/audiocodes
http://www.facebook.com/audiocodes
http://www.linkedin.com/companies/audiocodes
http://www.youtube.com/user/audioserge
http://blog.audiocodes.com/
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1 Overview 
This document describes the new features and known issues in Version 8.6 of the 
AudioCodes Routing Manager (ARM). 

1.1 Managed AudioCodes Devices 
ARM version 8.6 supports the following AudioCodes devices (Gateways and SBCs) referred 
to in the ARM GUI as nodes: 

Table 1-1: AudioCodes Devices Supported by ARM Version 8.6 

Device Major Versions 

Mediant 9000 SBC  7.2.158 and later 

Mediant 4000 SBC 7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 2600 SBC 7.2.158 and later 

Mediant SE/VE SBC 7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 1000B Gateway and E-SBC  7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 800B Gateway and E-SBC  7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 800C 7.2.158 and later 

Mediant 500 E-SBC 7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 500 L - SBC 7.2.158 and later 

Mediant SBC CE (Cloud Edition) 7.2.250 and later 

Mediant 3000 Gateway only 7.00A.129.004 and later 
 
 

 

Note:  

• Customers are strongly recommended to upgrade their devices to version 7.2.158 or 
later as issues were encountered with device version releases earlier than 7.2.158. 

• See also Section 5 for the earliest device version supported by the ARM, per ARM 
feature.  
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2 What's New in Version 8.6 
This section describes the new features and capabilities introduced in ARM version 8.6. 

2.1 Call-Detail Records (CDRs) 
ARM version 8.6 features new capability to store calls information and call-detail records 
(CDRs).  

2.1.1 Calls Information 
A new Calls List page displays ARM-routed calls information. A new Calls tab on the ARM’s 
menu bar lets operators access the Calls List. 

Figure 2-1: Calls List  

 
Each row in the page represents an ARM-routed end-to-end call which can pass multiple 
nodes (SBCs or Gateways) and multiple Connections and Peer Connections. Information on 
a call is collected by the ARM Configurator from ARM Routers, and then correlated to display 
a single call record. 
During call processing, each ARM Router periodically sends a bulk of call information (CDRs) 
to the Configurator for processing. The received CDRs are processed and transformed / 
correlated into a single call record for each ARM end-to-end call. These records are stored 
in the ARM Configurator’s database (MongoDB). 
The ‘Calls List’ page significantly helps operators debug call routing. The page displays 
routing information collected and correlated from multiple routers. Information displayed 
includes unsuccessful routing attempts, number manipulation information, call routing paths, 
SIP reason, call session ID, etc. The page helps operators better understand and monitor 
call routing in their network. 
The page is divided into: 
 Filters on the left side of the page [to narrow the search and allow operators access a 

specific call] 
 Calls List to the right of the filters, with a predefined call digest (information) 
The following filters are available to facilitate searching for calls and to exclude unwanted 
calls from the Calls List: 
 Source [URI before manipulation] 
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 Destination [URI before manipulation] 
 Session ID [Unique Session ID identifying a specific call] 
 Incoming Node [the node from where a call was initiated; selected from the drop-

down menu] 
 Incoming Peer Connection [the Peer Connection from where the call was initiated; 

selected from the drop-down menu. If an incoming node is selected, the incoming 
Peer Connection option in the filter will include only relevant Peer Connections, 
associated with the selected node]. 

 Outgoing Node [the node from where the call exited the ARM network (terminated); 
selected from the drop-down menu] 

 Outgoing Peer Connection [selected from the drop-down menu; if Outgoing Node is 
selected, the Outgoing Peer Connection option in the filter will include only relevant 
Peer Connections associated with the selected node] 

 Routing rule [the name of the Routing Rule matches the call and is used for its 
routing]; selected from drop-down menu and organized per the Routing Groups] 

 SIP reason [the SIP reason for why the call was terminated] 
 Date range [the Calls List page will only list calls routed within the range of dates 

specified] 
As the operator starts entering a filter name in a drop-down filter field (e.g., routing rule or 
incoming node), matching options are auto populated.  
The operator can remove a filter by clicking x.   

Figure 2-2: Calls List Filters 

 
The following columns (call digest) is shown for CDRs / Calls in the Calls List: 
 Source 
 Destination 
 Date  
 Incoming node 
 Incoming Peer connection 
 Outgoing node 
 Outgoing Peer Connection 
 Routing rule 
 SIP reason  
 Session ID 
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Figure 2-3: Call Columns in the Calls List 

 

2.1.2 Call Details  
Operators can view the details of a specific call. In the Calls List, the operator can filter the 
list and then double-click a specific call for the Call Details page to open. 

Figure 2-4: Call Details  

 
The Call Details page displays detailed information on all routing aspects of the call and 
shows each routing path the ARM attempted.  
The page’s Call Summary pane displays the following routing information about the call: 

Figure 2-5: ‘Call Summary’ Pane  

 
 Call Status 
 Source URI 
 Destination URI 
 Session ID 
 Termination reason  
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The page’s Paths pane displays the list of paths the ARM attempted when routing the call. 

Figure 2-6: ‘Paths’ Pane 

  
Selecting a path (routing attempt) enables the operator to view detailed information about 
that path. After selection, the path is highlighted in the ARM Topology map. The page’s Path 
Summary pane (shown below) changes per the selected path. 

Figure 2-7: ‘Path Summary’ Pane 

 
The following information is displayed: 
 Status [success or failure] 
 Start time [ARM setup time] 
 Duration [call duration; non-zero if ‘Status’ is Success] 
 Router IP [the Router which handled the initial Routing request] 
 Routing rule [call matching Routing rule used by the ARM to apply a specific routing 

path] 
 Source URI after manipulation 
 Destination URI after manipulation 
 Termination reason [the reason why the specific path was terminated] 
 SIP reason [the specific path’s SIP termination reason] 

If Source or Destination URI manipulation was applied for a specific path, the 
manipulation information will be accessible from the More option displayed in the 
path’s Summary Details pane. The pane’s More option allows operators to review the 
details of the applied manipulation rules. 

Figure 2-8: ‘More’ Pane Displaying Details of Applied Manipulation Rules 
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This figure shows the path of a call’s routing attempt whose status was Failure:  

 
This figure shows the path of a routing attempt of the same call, whose status was Success: 
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2.1.3 Disabling | Limiting the Number of CDRs 
ARM version 8.6 supports call-detail records (CDRs) of up to 10 million routed calls. The 
feature is enabled by default. Customers can optionally disable the feature in the Calls 
Settings section of the Calls screen (Settings > Network Services > Calls) shown below. In 
the same screen, customers can optionally limit the number of CDRs. 

Figure 2-9: Disabling CDRs | Limiting the Number of CDRs 

 
 
 

 

Note:  

• ARM Configurator VM memory requirements have increased to 16 GB in ARM 
version 8.6 due to calls information and CDRs processing. 

• ARM 8.6 supports up to 10 million CDRs but operators can limit the number using 
the setting ‘Limit number of CDR calls to’. 

• If running more than 150 CAPS traffic, operators are recommended to disable CDRs. 
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2.2 Routing Servers Groups with Internal and External 
Priorities  
In versions prior to ARM version 8.6, the ARM allowed multiple ARM Routers to be attached 
to a node (SBC or Gateway), with one policy selected (Round Robin policy, by default). 
When an ARM deployment is geographically distributed, however, the necessity arises for 
multiple groups of ARM Routers with a policy between them. ARM customers in 
circumstances like this prefer having (for example) one of the group of the nearest ARM 
Routers with Round Robin policy and to switch to another group of ARM Routers in case all 
the nearest ARM Routers fail (or become inaccessible). 
ARM version 8.6 supports this new functionality: Customers can now configure an ARM 
Routing Servers Group with internal policies (within a group) and external policies (between 
groups). 
To apply this feature operators must first configure a Routing Server Group in the ‘Routing 
server groups’ page (Settings > Routing Servers > Groups). 

Figure 2-10: Routing Server Groups  

 
When adding a new ARM Routers Group, the operator is prompted to configure the: 
 Name of the group to be attached to a node or to multiple nodes 
 Routing Policy to be applied between groups; ‘Sticky primary’ is the default.  

Two routing policies between Routing Groups are available: 
• ‘Sticky primary’ [the node reverts to the primary group when at least one ARM 

Router is available] 
• ‘Sticky Last’ [after a node switches to the next Routing Group, it uses its ARM 

Routers while at least one of them is available] 
 Routing Policy to be applied between the ARM Routers inside the Routing Group 

(‘Round Robin is the default). Three routing policies are available: Round Robin, 
Sticky Primary and Sticky Last.  

Figure 2-11: Routing Policy Options 
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Operators must then attach one or more ARM Routing Servers to the Routing Group. 

Figure 2-12: Attaching Routing Server/s to Routing Group 

 
To use a single group of routers for a node (or nodes) with a policy between them, one list 
of selected routing servers is sufficient.  
When providing multiple sub-groups of Routing Servers, operators must click +. 

Figure 2-13: Multiple Sub-Groups of Routing Servers 
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The new sub-group of routers with the same Routing Policy inside the group can then be 
configured. 

Figure 2-14: Sub-Group of Routing Server with the Same Routing Policy 

 
 

 
Note: Up to five sub-groups can be configured under the same Name. 

 
When the ARM Routing Servers group is created, it can be attached to a single node or to 
multiple nodes (SBCs or Gateways). To do this, operators must apply an Edit action on a 
specific node. 

Figure 2-15: Edit Node 
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The Routing Server Group can be selected from the drop-down (one of the previously 
configured). 

Figure 2-16: Edit Node – Selecting Routing Server Group 

 
The ARM provides the corresponding configuration (per ARM-level definitions) to each 
node and configures the Routing Servers (per Groups and policies) within the SBC or 
Media Gateway. 

 

 

Note: Support for Routing Server Groups is available from node software version 
7.20A.240. If a customer’s deployment includes nodes whose software version is earlier 
than 7.20A.240, the ARM provides a backward-compatible configuration with one 
(default) Routing Server Group and a policy between its Routers. 

 
When upgrading from previous version releases (when Routing Server Groups were not 
supported), the ARM upgrade process automatically converts already-configured routers 
to a Routing Server Group and that group is attached to the node. 
For example, if a customer has three nodes (N1, N2 and N3), where N1 and N2 use 
ARM Routers R1 and R2 (Round Robin) and node N3 uses ARM Routers R2 and R3 
(Sticky Primary), the ARM during the upgrade automatically creates two Routing Server 
Groups (N1_group with R1 and R2 with Round Robin, and N3_group with R2 and R3 
with Sticky Primary). The N1_group is automatically assigned to nodes N1 and N2. 
N3_group is automatically assigned to node N3. 
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2.3 Customer Certificates with FQDN / Hostname 
FQDN / Hostname is supported in ARM version 8.6 (and on nodes whose software version 
is 7.252 and later): 
 Nodes can be added to the ARM using FQDN / Hostname 
 ARM can be defined in the node’s Web interface using ARM’s FQDN / Hostname 
The feature gives operators more flexibility when designing their telephony networks 
because they’re no longer limited to using hard-coded IP addresses.  

2.3.1 Using FQDN / Hostname instead of IP Address 

2.3.1.1 Adding a Node using FQDN / Hostname 
A new Hostname option in the Add Node screen shown below allows operators to add a 
node to the ARM using FQDN / Hostname instead of IP address. 

Figure 2-17: Add Node using Hostname / FQDN 
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2.3.1.2 Adding FQDN / Hostname to a Node  

Operators can configure FQDN / Hostname for an existing node, in the node’s Web 
interface, Network Settings page.  
The page is opened by right-clicking the node in the ARM’s Network Map page to log in, 
selecting the IP Network menu, opening the Advanced tab and then selecting the Network 
Settings tab. 

Figure 2-18: Node’s Web Interface - Network Settings Page – Host Name 

 
This triggers a new login message from the node to the ARM; the ARM consequently updates 
the address to the newly added Hostname / FQDN. If the ARM detects a node configured 
with both FQDN and IP address, FQDN is used. ARM version 8.6 allows operators to change 
the Hostname or IP address. The ARM displays all devices’ IP addresses and hostnames. 

2.3.1.3 Adding ARM with FQDN  
Operators can change the way ARM communicates with other entities, e.g., routers and 
nodes. The ARM can publish either hostname or IP address when configuring other entities. 
The Security tab under the Settings menu allows operators to do this. 
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Figure 2-19: Security 

  
 ARM IP Address [Drop-down list of available hard-coded IP addresses that the ARM 

extracted from the machine’s local network interfaces] 
 ARM Hostname [The hostname of the ARM’s machine; by default, identical to that of 

the machine’s hostname] 
 Communication method [drop-down list to select whether the ARM should configure its 

hostname or IP address for the other entities] 
 

 

Note: This action may take some time depending on network size and the number of 
configured ARM Routers. The action will cause entities to be temporarily disconnected. 
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2.3.2 Certificates Validation 
ARM version 8.6 adds the first phase of security enhancement.  

2.3.2.1 Client Side Certificate Verification 
Operators can configure trusted certificates; the ARM only accepts certificates when initiating 
TLS communications from the ARM. The certificate verification feature is enabled by 
selecting a new option Verify certificate when ARM preforms https requests (in Settings 
> Administration > Security). 

Figure 2-20: Certificate Verification 

 
The Add Certificate screen (Settings > Administration > Certificates > Add) allows operators 
to upload trusted certificates. 
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Figure 2-21: Add Certificate  

 
 Alias [the name of the certificate] 
 Certificate file [any valid Base64-encoded certificate file] 

 

 

Note: This setting is system wide; the operator needs to upload all certificates for all 
entities (nodes, ARM routers) communicating over TLS / SSL / HTTPS. The ARM is by 
default released with the default ARM Router certificate trusted, but if this certificate is 
changed, the operator must reupload the changed certificate. 

 

2.3.2.2 Certificate Subject Name Verification 
A new security enhancement is supported: Capability to validate the subject name received 
in the server certificate against the Hostname / IP Address of the entity to which the 
communication was initiated. 
A new option Verify certificate subject name when ARM performs https requests under 
the Certificate Verification section of the Security page (Settings > Administration > Security) 
allows operators to enable the feature.  

Figure 2-22: Verify certificate subject name when ARM performs https requests 

 
 
 

 

Note: Before enabling the option, make sure all entities communicating over TLS / SSL / 
HTTPS have a valid certificate with appropriate subject names. 
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2.4 Calls Forking  
ARM version 8.6 supports calls forking at a network level. SIP forking refers to the process 
of ‘forking’ a single SIP call to multiple SIP endpoints. A single call can be split to many 
endpoints at the same time. The first extension (SIP end-point) to pick up the call receives 
the call; all other extensions then stop ringing. 
Forking implementation in the ARM is designed to split specific calls (matching preconfigured 
condition) between several network-wide destinations (Peer Connections, VoIP Peers or 
nodes). Forking is integrated into ARM Routing Rules logic. Forking is applied if a call 
matches the Routing Rule condition. 
Forking implementation in ARM utilizes SBC forking capabilities. When a call matches an 
ARM routing rule condition with forking, the ARM instructs the SBC to perform forking per 
the actions configured in ARM Routing Rule. 
A new parameter ‘Routing Method’ has been added for this purpose to the Routing Rule 
Action part, on a per-Routing Rule basis.  

Figure 2-23: Calls Forking – Routing method 

 
The Routing Method value is set by default to Sequence; Routing Rule actions are applied 
sequentially (the only option in ARM versions earlier than 8.6). 
If the Routing Method is set to Forking, the actions are applied simultaneously and the call 
is split to all the destinations. 
ARM version 8.6 supports up to three forking legs (different actions). 
If one or more of the actions with Forking Routing methods includes load balancing between 
multiple destinations, the load balancing (with configured percentages) will be applied to 
choose the correct destination of the forking leg. 

Figure 2-24: Calls Forking Routing Rule 

 
During the upgrade to ARM version 8.6, all Routing Rules are translated with the Sequence 
routing method (the default). 

 

 

Note:  

• In ARM version 8.6, forking capabilities can only be applied to SBCs. Media 
Gateways aren’t supported. 

• Forking in the ARM is supported on SBC software 7.20.252 GA or later (release 
pending). For earlier SBC versions, Forking functions like ‘Sequence’. 

https://www.3cx.com/pbx/sip/
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2.5 Routing Based on any SIP Invite Header Value  
ARM version 8.6 provides a new capability to route a call based on any SIP Invite header 
value as Routing Rule matching criterion. Customers can now route a call based (for 
example) on a TGRP value or specific SDP information; any information present in the SIP 
Invite can be used as a condition in the ARM Routing Rule. 
The feature is configured at SBC and ARM level: 
 At the SBC level, the operator must apply SBC message manipulation and provide the 

required information in the predefined SIP header (X-Header) in a specific format. 
 At the ARM level, the information can be used as a condition in an ARM Routing Rule. 
When the SBC gets a new call (SIP Invite), it sends a REST routing request toward the ARM. 
This routing request includes parsed SIP information, for example, X-Header. In this way, 
using SBC-level manipulation, the X-Header can include any information operators want to 
pass to the ARM (for further routing decisions). This is the pre-agreed way to pass any SIP 
header information. 

2.5.1 SBC-Level Configuration 
To send the parsed information request, operators must add a new header with name “X-
ARM-DETAIL-1”, “X-ARM-DETAIL-2”… “X-ARM-DETAIL-N” and information inside taken 
from the SDP or any other SIP header. 
X-ARM-DETAIL-X format is “X-ARM-DETAIL-1:<name=value>”  
For example: 

X-ARM-DETAIL-1: “tgrp=100” 

X-ARM-DETAIL-2: “coder=711” 
To create a new header in the SBC, operators must add a new “Call Setup Rules Set ID” in 
“IPGroup” or in “SIP Interface”. 
Below is an example for IPGroup: 

Figure 2-25: Viewing SBC IPGroup Configuration 

 
Setup rules can then be associated with the same Set ID. 
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Figure 2-26: Viewing SBC Call Setup Rules Configuration 

 
In this example, the manipulation added is “tgrp=100”. In general, operators can use a 
condition with RegEx and take the attributes into the Action Value. 

2.5.2 ARM-Level Configuration  
After applying SBC-level manipulation, the operator can configure ARM-level Routing Rules 
with a condition related to the required attributes and value (pre-installed using SBC-level 
manipulation).  
The ARM is aware of the information followed by preconfigured ‘X-ARM-DETAIL-N’ header 
and ready to use it for routing. 
This configuration in the ARM is performed at the Routing Rule level, in the ARM Routing 
Rule ‘Advanced Condition’ > SIP headers. 

Figure 2-27: SIP Headers 

 
In the SIP headers, ‘name’ is the SIP header name and ‘values’ is one or more possible 
values for rule match. The match within the same SIP header name is handled as OR and 
between the headers as AND. In the above ARM rule, the match is detected when the ARM 
gets X-ARM-DETAIL-X headers which include: 
(“tgrp=100” OR “tgrp=200”) AND (“coder=711” OR “coder=729”). 
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2.6 Authenticating Operator Login using Open LDAP 
ARM version 8.6 adds the option to use LDAP authentication with Open LDAP. The LDAP 
Authentication page in the ARM allows operator authentication using Open LDAP (Settings 
> Administration > LDAP Authentication). 

Figure 2-28: LDAP Authentication Page for Authenticating Operator Login using Open LDAP 

 
LDAP authentication settings previously supported LDAP authentication with Microsoft 
Active Directory. 
LDAP Authentication Server settings for Open LDAP are the same as for Active 
Directory. In the Authorization Level setting, Open Ldap is selected and the following 
mapping attributes are provided: 

 User Name Attribute [The LDAP attribute used to identify the username] 
 Group Membership Attribute [The LDAP attribute used to list the members of the 

LDAP group] 
 Security Admin Group Name [The name of the LDAP group containing operators 

with Admin security level access to ARM] 
 Admin Group Name [The name of the LDAP group containing operators with Admin 

access to ARM] 
 Monitor Group Name [The name of the LDAP group containing operators with 

Monitor access to ARM] 
 Group Name Attribute [The LDAP attribute used to identify the LDAP group name] 
 Group ObjectClass Attribute [The value of the ObjectClass attribute that identifies a 

user group LDAP object] 

Figure 2-29: Authorization Level Settings 
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2.7 ARM in the Amazon Web Services Cloud 
ARM version 8.6 supports running the ARM application in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
cloud. ARM version 8.6 is published in AWS in the form of AMIs (Amazon Machine Images). 
Instructions for deploying ARM AMIs in AWS are provided in the ARM Installation Manual 
Version 8.6. Instructions for setting auto-recovery of ARM VMs if a hardware failure occurs 
are also provided. 
When deploying the ARM in AWS, all VMs must be in the same virtual private cloud (VPC) 
and in the same subnet. All VMs must be in a security group that allows all  
 outgoing traffic 
 incoming traffic from inside the VPC 
 incoming SSH, HTTP, HTTPS from any of the enterprise’s subnets 

2.8 Improved ARM Tolerance when Upgrading ARM 
Routers 
The increased number of supported ARM Routers (up to 40 as of ARM version 8.4) raised a 
requirement for a more tolerant approach to ARM software upgrade when upgrading ARM 
Routers.  
ARM version 8.6 allows customer to continue the ARM Routers upgrade process if it was 
previously stopped for any reason (e.g., network disconnection of the shell between the 
operator and the Configurator, or desynchronization of one of the Routers). Operators can 
now run the upgrade again and it will continue to upgrade all remaining ARM Routers 
(starting from the last failed ARM Router). 

2.9 ARM Machine OS Upgraded with Latest CentOS6.10 
Security Patches 
ARM version 8.6 runs on the latest edition of the CentOS 6 (CentOS 6.10) operating system. 
The latest security patches are automatically applied during the upgrade to ARM version 8.6. 
The changes in the upgrade procedure are described in the ARM Installation Manual. 
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2.10 New Alarm for ARM Routers Unavailability 
A new Critical alarm was added to ARM version 8.6. The alarm is sent if all preconfigured 
ARM Routers become unavailable or disconnected. 

 
The alarm is cleared when at least one ARM Router returns to service.  
In the Warning alarm sent if an ARM Router fails, a new indication ‘Additional Info 2’ was 
added, specifying how many ARM Routers out of the provisioned ARM Routers are 
unavailable.  
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3 New Machine Requirements for ARM 
Configurator  
ARM version 8.6 features storage in the ARM Configurator of up to 10 million CDRs as 
described in Section 2.1. To provide this feature, the ARM Configurator’s requirement for 
RAM has increased to 16 GB. The ARM Router still requires only 8 GB. 
The ARM Configurator requires this increased memory during ARM upgrade. See the ARM 
Installation Manual for the memory update procedure as part of the upgrade. 
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4 Supported Platforms 
ARM version 8.6 provides support for the platforms shown in the table below. 

Table 4-1: ARM Version 8.6 Supported Platforms 

ARM Platform Application 

GUI Web Browser Firefox, Chrome, Internet Explorer (Version 11) 

Deployment VMWare VMware ESXI 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 6.7 

HyperV Windows Server 2016 
Hyper-V Manager 
Microsoft Corporation 
Version: 10.0.14393.0 
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5 Earliest Node Software Versions 
Supported by ARM Features 
Some ARM features are developed in coordination with nodes (AudioCodes’ SBCs and 
Gateways). To activate and use an ARM feature, the node needs to be upgraded to the 
earliest software supporting that feature if it’s configured with software that does not support 
it. 
The following table displays ARM features supported by the earliest node software. 

Table 5-1: ARM Features Supported by the Earliest Node Software 

# Feature Earliest Node Software 
Supporting It Comments 

1 Quality-based routing Version 7.2.158 and later The quality-based routing feature is not 
supported when operating with nodes version 
7.0 (for Mediant 3000). 

2 Separate interface at 
the node level for 
ARM traffic 

Version 7.2.158 and later The capability to configure a separate interface 
at the node level for ARM traffic is not 
supported when operating with nodes earlier 
than version 7.2.154 (for Mediant 3000). 

3 Call preemption Version 7.2.158 and later The call preemption for emergency calls 
feature is not supported when operating with 
nodes version 7.20A.154.044 or earlier (not 
applicable for Mediant 3000). 

4 Number Privacy Version 7.2.250 or later The Number Privacy feature is supported as of 
node version 7.20A.250. 

5 Support of IP Group 
of type User without 
‘dummy’ IP 

7.20A.250 and later Operators who want to use a node’s IP Group 
of type ‘User’ as the ARM Peer Connection can 
avoid configuring a dummy IP Profile if using 
node version 7.20A.250 and later. 
Customers who use ARM version 8.4 with 
node version earlier than 7.2.250 and who 
want to configure an IP Group of type ‘User’ as 
the ARM Peer Connection, must configure a 
dummy IP Profile (with a dummy IP address) at 
the node level, to be associated with this IP 
Group. 

6 Support of ARM 
Routers group and 
policies. 

Version 7.20A.240 or later  

7. Support of ARM 
Routed Calls/CDRs 
representation  

Version 7.20A.250.205 or 
later 

 

8 Support of Forking in 
ARM (SBC only) 

Version 7.20A.252 or 
later. 
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6 Known Limitations and Workarounds 
The table below lists the known limitations and workarounds in this version release. 

Table 6-1: Known Limitations and Workarounds 

Incident Problem / Limitation Comments/Workaround 

- Attaching / detaching a user to / from an Active Directory 
Group is reflected in the ARM’s Users page (and Users 
Groups page) only after performing a full update 
(synchronization) with the LDAP server (by default performed 
automatically every 24 hours). 

Operators must take this 
into consideration  

- There is a minor bug in old versions of the VMware vSphere 
client application that may cause the following error message 
to be sent when deploying ARM Virtual Machines: 
‘Provided manifest file is invalid: Invalid OVF manifest entry’ 

Two workarounds: 
 Upgrade the VMware 

environment to a 
newer version. 

 Use the VMware 
vSphere Web client 
rather than the client 
application. 

- ARM Forking is supported for SBC only (Media Gateway is 
not supported). 

- 

ARM-2479 ARM does not support FQDN for third-party devices (non- 
AudioCodes SBCs or Gateways). 

These devices should be 
added and operated with 
IP addresses. 

- An ARM alarms duplication issue occurs in OVOC Version 
7.1.164 | ARM 8.4 if the operator implements ARM alarms 
integrated with the OVOC. 
The issue is fixed in ARM Version 8.6 and OVOC Version 
7.6.1000 but if duplicated alarms remain, the operator must 
perform a workaround. 

To delete previously 
generated duplicated 
alarms if they remain, 
remove the ARM from the 
OVOC and then add it 
again. 

GUI Incidents 

- In the ARM Map, the ‘drag’ feature used to ‘draw’ a 
connection between two nodes does not complete 
successfully when the ‘hide edges on drag’ option is 
selected.  
When the option is selected, if the operator starts the ‘Drag 
connection’ action but does not end it at the node (does not 
complete the ‘Drag Connection’ action), the Map remains in a 
state in which edges are hidden. 

Moving (repositioning) any 
Map element (node or 
VoIP Peer) fixes the 
situation. 

- The maximum number of aggregated Peer Connections in a 
VoIP Peers cluster is 99. 

- 

ARM-1204 After operator inactivity for a long period (days or weeks), the 
operator sometimes can’t log in into the ARM with their 
regular user and password. 

Apply Ctrl+F5 to refresh 
the ARM login screen. 

ARM-2508 
 

If an ARM Router is configured with its DNS name rather 
than with its IP address, the ‘Router IP’ parameter in the Path 
Summary pane of the Calls Details page for calls handled by 
this router incorrectly displays ‘(Deleted)’ after the IP 
address. 

Disregard this indication.  
It will be fixed in the next 
major release. 
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ARM-2503 
 

The ‘Items per Page’ function, used to determine the number 
of table rows to display per page, is not clickable and can’t be 
changed from the default. Applies to the following tables: 
 Routing Rules (table view) [Routing > Routing Rules] 
 Peer Connections (table view) [Network > Peer 

Connections] 
 Connections (table view) [Network > Connections] 
 Users Table [Users > Users] 
 Property Dictionary (table) [Users > Property Dictionary] 
 Alarms tables (including Active Alarms, History Alarms 

and Journal) [Alarms tab] 
 Time Based Routing (table) [Settings > Routing > Time 

Based Routing] 

The paging function 
allowing operators to go to 
a specific row in a table is 
available. 
The issue will be fixed in 
the next major release. 

ARM-2539 When editing Routing Rules, if an operator enters a name in 
the ‘Prefix/Prefix Group’ field (under Source or Destination) 
without pressing Enter, the information will not be entered 
and a blue ‘bubble’ displaying the name will not be displayed 
as it should. The issue does not occur with the other Routing 
Rules fields. 

Enter a Prefix or Prefix 
Group name in the field 
and then press the Enter 
key. Make sure the name 
is entered and a blue 
‘bubble’ is displayed. 

ARM-2428 An incorrect number of rows is displayed in the Prefix Groups 
page (Settings > Call Flow Configurations > Prefix Groups) 
irrespective of the number of rows the operator selects from 
the ‘Items per page’ drop-down. The page displays 1000 
rows even if 25, 50 or 100 is selected from the drop-down.  

Disregard the ‘Items per 
page’ drop-down. 
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